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1. Executive Summary
1.1 Our Vision
FIRST Robotics Team 31, The Prime Movers, aspire to foster a community of students who not only build
robots, but also character, self-confidence, technical skills, and leadership abilities; while preparing for a
productive, creative life beyond high school. The Prime Movers strive to create the next generation of
leaders and innovators.

1.2 Mission Statement
The goal of every Prime Mover is to find what moves them. The team aims for each student to find,
explore, and pursue their passions. Each Prime Mover will leave the team as a responsible adult capable
of working as a member or a leader of any team, while also leaving a positive legacy on our community
about the importance of hard work and perseverance. The team strives to be exemplary, gracious, and
professional at any event they attend, with the central mission of promoting STEM and the ideals of
FIRST.

1.3 Major Accomplishments
The Prime Movers have achieved many great accomplishments as a team and within the community.
Listed below are the major accomplishments of the team. The Prime Movers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assisted in the Tech Trek summer camp, a STEM camp with 100 8th grade girls in attendance
Assisted in and attended Soaring for Success, a summer camp focusing on aeronautical
engineering
Had a student in China working with FTC team 1213 at Chengdu No.7 High School
Had a student win Dean’s List
Presented our robot at Boeing’s 100-year anniversary in Oklahoma City
Attended Career Day/STEAM fair at Williams
Displayed a booth at the 5 day Jenks High school enrollment
Attended the Jenks Community Hometown Huddle
Attended the 2 day Jenks High School Club Fair
Held meetings twice a week in the first semester (Tuesdays and Saturdays)
Taught classes in the first semester over:
o Mechanical Basics
o Drive Train
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

o Gears
o Pneumatics
o Programming
o Electrical
o Public Relations and Business
o Safety
o How to Write a Resume
Attended and hosted a booth at 7 Maker Faires in 2016
Held a booth at the Tulsa State Fair
Held the second annual Smash Bash fundraiser
Mentored FLL & Jr. FLL Teams
o Moore Elementary (mentored)
o Grove Elementary (mentored)
o Jenks East Elementary (4 FLL teams started and mentored, 3 Jr.FLL teams started and
mentored)
o Jenks East Intermediate (2 FLL teams started and mentored)
Hosted the second annual FLL Scrimmage
Hosted the second Jenks FLL Qualifying Competition
Volunteered at Memorial FLL Regional and FLL State Competition
Volunteered at the Union and TU FLL Regionals
Hosted and planned the Flight Night Quadcopter challenge in partner with Flight Night, Tulsa
Regional STEM Alliance, NORDAM, and Creatrex
Received recognition 3 times in the Jenks High School paper, the Trojan Torch, for over 3500
students to view
Received recognition on three television news networks
o Tulsa’s Channel 8
o News on 6 (Tulsa)
o KJRH Channel 2 (Tulsa)
Hosted 4 separate donation drives for:
o St. Francis Children’s Hospital (twice)
o Jenks Food Bank
o Tulsa Boys Home
Awarded the Best Buy Community Grant
Over 2400 hours volunteered collectively as a team in the first semester
FTC team in progress at Jenks Middle School
Attending 2 FRC regionals in the 2017 season
o Dallas Regional
o Oklahoma City Regional
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2. Team Overview
2.1 FIRST History
FIRST was founded in 1989 by inventor and entrepreneur Dean Kamen, with inspiration and assistance
from physicist and MIT professor, Woodie Flowers. Kamen was disappointed with the lack of students
who aspired toward science and technology careers, and decided to take action. As an inventor, Kamen
looked for activities that captured the enthusiasm of students, and decided that combining the
excitement of sports competition with science and technology had potential. He also decided to
implement the ideas of gracious professionalism and coopertition to make sure each game is fair and
fun. The first FRC season was in 1992 and had one event at a high school gymnasium in New Hampshire.
The first competition was relatively small-scale. Since then, FIRST has blossomed into an international
organization that has a competition for all grade levels involving kids from all over the world.

2.2 FIRST Robotics Competition
FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) is an international high school robotics competition. Each year,
thousands of high school students and mentors work during a six-week period to build game-playing
robots. Robots complete tasks that encourage team members to cooperate with each other and build
friendships with their teams. The game changes yearly, keeping the excitement fresh and giving each
team a more level playing field. While teams are given a standard set of parts, they are also allowed a
budget and encouraged to buy or make specialized parts. FRC is one of the four robotics competition
programs organized by FIRST. At the core of FIRST are its ideals, primarily coopertition and gracious
professionalism. Both phrases mean to be a helpful opponent in a competition setting. The purpose of
FIRST and FRC is to spread STEM throughout the leaders of tomorrow.

2.3 Team History
FIRST Robotics Team 31, the Prime Movers, was established in 1993, making us the oldest FIRST team in
Oklahoma. The team was originally part of the University of Tulsa’s robotics program, as a curriculum
extension for Jenks High School. Since it’s conception, the Prime Movers have competed at various FIRST
events across the country including: worlds at Disney’s Epcot, the Lone Star Regional, OKC Regional, and
the Kansas City Regional. When the professor in charge of the FIRST division of TU’s robotics program
retired at the end of 2011, the team was relocated to Jenks High School at the beginning of 2012. In this
transition, the team lost most of its student base, mentors, and funding. Because of this relocation, the
Prime Movers have been able to be more student run. The team also became a more well-rounded
team, by implementing a Public Relations team to encourage more community involvement and to
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sustain sponsors. Currently, the Prime Movers are doing better than ever with a steady sponsor base,
increasing student base, and the addition of two new mentors.

2.4 Team Members
The Prime Movers currently have 33 members who
work in a variety of sub-teams. The sub-teams
provide leadership positions (See Team
Management, Section 3.1) and positive student to
student relationships, building team spirit and
bonding. The students on each of the teams learn
different skills that allow them to efficiently
accomplish STEM related coursework in high
school as well as college.
Figure 2A

2.5 Team Growth
The Prime Movers aspire to continue improving on team growth. For the Prime Movers to grow, it is
necessary that they increase both the number of students and mentors on the team. The purpose of
FIRST is not robots but students; therefore, that is our product.

Student Growth
• Currently there are 33 students on the team;
this is a 63% growth from 2016
• Most the team are seniors, which will cause a
deficit of team members upon the 2018 team
• To overcome this deficit, they must have a net
growth of 4 people per year
• This will allow the team to have 50 students by
2025
Figure 2B

•

Growth and recruitment plans:
o Increase FIRST participation in middle school in accordance with our middle school
initiative
o Participation in more community events
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o
o
o

Enhanced publicity in the middle school and freshman academy
Working directly with Jenks Board of Education
Collaborating more with Tulsa Regional STEM Alliance

2.6 Membership
Gender Breakdown
The Prime Movers currently have 10 females on the team out of 33
members (As seen in Figure 2C). This is widely a result of STEM
careers being disproportionately geared towards men in the past.
However, after an increase of campaigning towards women to
enter STEM careers, the Prime Movers have had a 50% increase of
the number of women on the team.

Figure 2C

To continue to increase the number of women on the team, the Prime Movers will:
•
•
•
•

Encourage current females on team to attend more outreach programs
Attend more summer camps for middle and high school girls
Work heavily with the Tulsa Regional STEM Alliance director, Xan Black
Get more girls involved in FLL

Grade Breakdown
The Prime Movers intend to expand recruitment programs to
encourage more underclassmen to join the team. This year, the
Prime Movers consist mostly of senior students. The team will
accomplish this by introducing kids to FIRST at the elementary
schools across the Jenks school district and involving them with
FIRST, much like introducing an instrument or language at an
early age. As represented by the Figure 2D, the Prime Movers
plan to recruit more underclassmen than upperclassmen, making
sure there is a constant membership base.
Figure 2D
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2.7 Mentors
To form a well-rounded team, the Prime Movers will diversify the backgrounds of their mentors as
shown in the Projected Mentor Breakdown. Currently, most of the Prime Mover’s mentors have
backgrounds in STEM. In the future, there will be a more inclusive mentor basis so that they will have a
greater collective experience.

Mentor Breakdown
•
•
•
•
•

Currently there are 9 mentors on the team
Majority of mentors are engineers
Not all mentors plan to stay indefinitely
The team plans to recruit 2 mentors per year
A minimum of 8 mentors are desired for the 2017-2018
robotics season
• To sustain mentors; student must show appreciation
towards each mentor
Figure 2E

List of Current Mentors
In the past, the Prime Movers have had a steady number of mentors since 2013. Because of these
individuals below, the team has been able to continuously expand.
2016-2017 Season Mentors

Electrical/Programming:
• Mr. Chandler (Returning)
Mechanical Mentors:
• Mr. Langley (Returning)
• Mr. Evans (New)
• Mr. Dolan (New)
• Mr. Broach (Returning)

Business Mentors:
• Ms. Baldwin (Returning)
• Mr. Jacob Johnson (Returning)
Teacher Sponsors:
• Mrs. Archireddy (Returning)
• Mr. Jullien (Returning)
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Past Mentors (No Longer with Team)

Mechanical Mentors:
• Mr. Torianyk (5 years)
• Mr. Jarvis (3 years)

Electrical Mentors:
• Mr. Johnson (1 year)
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3. Team Management
3.1 Structure

Figure 3A

3.2 Officers
President
•
•
•
•
•

Liaison between mentor and students
Oversees day to day operations
Opens and closes every meeting
Communicates between sub teams
Assists in any public relations or engineering matter

Vice President/Head of Public Relations
•
•
•
•

Plans meetings
Organizes the schedule
Oversees use of team social media
Oversees award submissions, business plan, community events and safety

Chief Engineer
•
•
•
•

Oversees the 3 sections of the mechanical team
Makes sure that the robot is on schedule during the build season
Streamlines the brainstorming ideas to optimize robot design
Helps teach classes during the first semester
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3.3 Leadership
Communications Director
•
•
•
•

Sends team updates, reminders
Responds to the team email account
Handles outside correspondence
In charge of team social media and
website

Floor Manager
•
•

Head of Electrical/Programming
•

Chief Financial Officer
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeps the team’s financial statements
Ensures the team has a balanced budget
Creates the year’s budget
Coordinates fundraising events
Applies for grants
Oversees all sponsor acquisition efforts

Safety Captain
•
•
•
•

Makes sure that the workspace is safe
and clean
Writes the safety manual
Fills out the Incident Report Form if an
incident occurs
Creates safety kits

Creates the robot parts list
Keeps each sub-team leader on task with
weekly goals

•
•

Oversees the electrical and programming
sub team underneath Chief Engineer
Keeps members on task
Creates weekly goals

Head of Mechanical
•
•
•

Oversees the mechanical sub team
underneath Chief Engineer
Keeps members on task
Creates weekly goals

Head of CAD
•
•
•

Oversees the CAD sub team underneath
Chief Engineer
Creates the Technical Book
Creates weekly goals

3.4 Sub-Teams
Programming/Electrical focuses on all the electronics pertaining to the robot. They design the electrical
board which hosts all the electronic components. One of their main focuses is to write the code in Java
for the robot to be connected to the drive station and can be abled to be controlled. Gives two classes
during the first semester.
CAD team, or Computer Aided Design team, creates the pieces of the robot in a 3D form on the
computer on Autodesk Inventor. The design is to scale for manufacturing. After the pieces are created,
they are printed out on a 3D printer. Assist in design parts for competitions we host as well.
Mechanical team covers different aspects of the team. Mechanical works with the programming and
electrical team to make a cohesive and working competition bot. As well as working on the current
season’s field pieces. Various classes given about the aspects of the mechanical team during the first
semester.
Public Relations plans meetings and the first semester class schedule. They build relationships with
other FIRST teams. One of their jobs is to draft emails to parents, mentors, and sponsors. They also write
weekly newsletters during the build season to keeps sponsors and parents updated. As well as keeping
the website updated with important dates, meeting times and current photos of the team. Another job
of Public Relations is to keep social media up to date.
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4. SWOT Analysis

Figure 4A

4.1 Strengths
•

•

•

Strong Leadership
o Before the 2013-2014 season, the Prime Movers lacked leadership. Which
proved to be ineffective. At the end of that season the team created a leadership
system. This leadership plan consists of a team president and with a Vice
President and Chief Engineer to help organize the team. The two officers under
the president work with the team captain to make sure the team works
efficiently during build season.
Loyal Mentors
o The Prime Movers have a group of devoted mentors, who have volunteered their
time over the past 7 years and plan to do so in the future. Most of our mentors
have jobs in STEM fields with their experience in machining robots and a pastime
with FIRST. We also have students that graduate and continue to come back to
help mentor the team. This helps us retain history and lessons that the past
students have learned
Workspace
o The Prime Movers have a STEM dedicated lab located in Jenks High School. The
workshop includes a computer lab and business room. This room is equipped
with:
▪ Metal Lathe
▪ Bandsaw
14
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▪
▪

Chop Saw
Etc

4.2 Weaknesses
•

•

Large Senior Population
o The Class of 2017 is the largest percentage of the student population on the
team. 14 out of the 33 students on Team 31 will graduate this year.
Lack of Team History
o In 2012, the Prime Movers shifted their location from the University of Tulsa to
Jenks High School due to the retirement of the mentor who was employed at TU.
In this shift, all past resources were lost.

4.3 Opportunities
•

•

•

Growth
o The Prime Movers will continue to expand their membership basis and to reach
more students across the Jenks area. One of the ways they will accomplish this is
by introducing kids in the Jenks district to STEM in the elementary school.
District participation
o The Jenks district is large, with a multitude of resources. One of the Prime
Movers goals is to use this resource by creating a FIRST team at every school in
the district. The team will raise a generation of students who have been involved
with FIRST throughout their whole experience at Jenks.
District pride
o The Jenks district is very proud of all its extracurricular activities. Each day
begins with announcements, a portion of which are devoted to recounting
events school teams participated in. By being a part of the Jenks district, the
Prime Movers can also be a part of the tradition of excellence and pride that
exists in the school district.

4.4 Threats
•

•

Dependence of the Unpredictable Oil Industry
o A portion of the team’s budget is donated by oil and natural gas companies.
With that industry in its current condition, the oil and natural gas industry is
losing money, and the team has lost some of their sponsors because of this.
Loss of Funding
o Right now, both the education system and the oil industry are losing funding.
This has created an issue, because most of the team's funding is acquired by
those industries.
15
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5. Impact and Outreach
5.1 FIRST Teams
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Mentored the Moore Elementary FLL team est. 2015
Started and mentored Grove Elementary FLL est. 2015
Started 4 FLL and 3 Jr.FLL teams at Jenks East Elementary est. 2015 and 2016
Mentored 2 FLL Teams at Jenks Middle School est. 2013
Started and mentored 2 FLL teams at Jenks East Intermediate est. 2016
In the process of:
o Creating an FTC team at the Jenks Middle School
o Establishing FLL teams at the remaining Elementary and Intermediate schools
o 100% district involvement in FIRST
Maintained strong relationships with local teams:
o FRC Team 3507 Ubotics - volunteered at their FLL Qualifier
o FRC Team 932 Circuit Charges - volunteered at their FLL Qualifier and State Competition,
volunteered at their FTC Competition, collaborated with them for our Smash Bash
Tournament, attend their “Charge Up” sessions
Maintained relationships with international teams
o FRC Team 4400 Cerbotics- participated in each other's Chairman’s videos, made skype
calls during build season
o FTC Team 1213 Candella- one of our students went to China and assisted in EnglishChinese translations between another team, participated in our Chairman’s video,
assisted in their mechanical processes before their competition

5.2 FIRST Events
The Prime Movers strive to be involved with as many FIRST related events and activities as possible.
Below is an outline of every event they have hosted or volunteer within the past year.
•

•

Jenks FLL 2nd Annual Scrimmage
o The Prime Movers hosted a scrimmage for the FLL teams in their local area
o This allowed teams to have valuable practice for the upcoming regional competition and
to make sure the Jenks Qualifier the week after, ran as smooth as possible
Jenks 2nd Annual FLL Qualifier
o The Prime Movers hosted an FLL regional competition at Jenks High School
o About 500 people were in attendance
o 22 FLL teams competed and presented projects
o 8 Jr. FLL teams presented their projects
o The Prime Movers also hosted a canned food drive at this competition to support the
local food bank
o Over 100 cans were collected
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•

•

•

•

FLL State Competition
o Prime Movers have volunteered at the state FLL competition for the past three years
o The Prime Movers had 14 total volunteers in attendance this past year participating as
either Project Judges, Core Value Judges, Referees, or whatever other job needed to be
done
Other FLL Regionals
o Union High School Qualifier (2015)
o Memorial High School Qualifier (2015 & 2016)
o University of Tulsa Qualifier (2016)
Jr. FLL Showcase
o Jenks Robotics hosted a Jr. FLL showcase during the Jenks FLL Qualifier
o Volunteered at the Jr. FLL showcase at FLL State - Oklahoma
FTC Qualifier
o The Prime Movers volunteered at Memorial High School’s FTC qualifier

5.3 School Impact
•

•

•

Jenks High School Hometown Huddle
o Hometown Huddle is a community block party in which various clubs and community
organizations have information or fundraiser tables
o The team had an information table accompanied by one of the team’s robots to
introduce The Prime Movers and FIRST to parents, teachers, and students
Jenks High School Club Fair
o All clubs can present information about their club to students
o Had a table and a robot demonstration
o The team used this as an opportunity to inform potential members about FRC
Jenks High School Enrollment
o Held a booth during the entire week of high school enrollment
o Demonstrated the robot
o Passed out information about the team and other FIRST programs

5.4 Community Outreach
The Prime Movers attend as many community events as possible to make critical community connection
as well as to spread STEM throughout the community.

Summer Events
•

•

Tech Trek
o A camp for middle school girls aimed at fostering their interest in various STEM fields
o The Prime Movers presented about FIRST and brought a robot to show the campers
o Volunteered as a teaching assistants at the camp
o This was The Prime Movers 2nd year participating in this event
Soaring for Success
o A camp for students interested in aeronautical fields
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o

•

•

•
•

Showcased our robot and introduced FIRST to the campers
Children’s Museum of Tulsa STEM Day
o Demonstrated the 2016 competition robot to children Ages 6-12
o Discussed with the children how the team built the robot as well as how it drives
o Taught any parent or child interested how to drive a robot
o Gave out information about FIRST programs
STEAM Fair at Williams
o Demonstrated our 2016 competition robot
o Hosted an activity for the children of Williams Employees
Boeing’s 100th Anniversary
o Demonstrated our 2016 competition robot
AHA Heart Walk
o Our team walked with the citizens of Tulsa to raise awareness for Cardiovascular
Disease

Makers Faires
•

•

•

Tulsa Mini Makers Faires
o An event for makers all around the Tulsa area to present and sell their merchandise
o Had a booth at this event
o Competed in a small robot game demonstration with 7 other area high school robotics
team
Barnes & Noble Makers Faires
o Barnes & Noble Makers Faire is a store wide initiative to spread STEM awareness.
o Partnered with Lego, XYZ Printing, and Raspberry Pi
o Barnes and Noble also introduced local makers to come and show off their inventions
o The robotics team was invited to demonstrate its competition robot at this three-day
event
o Attended in 2015 and 2016
TU STEM Fair
o Held a booth and demonstrated the 2016 robot
o Gave out information about FIRST and the Prime Movers

Donation Drives
•

•

•

Saint Francis
o Over the summer, we collected toys and activities for the children at the hospital
o In December, we created holiday cards and passed them out to the children at the
hospital
Jenks Community Food Bank
o In conjunction with our FLL Qualifier, we hosted a canned food drive
o Collected over 100 cans
Tulsa Boys Home
o In December, we collected essential items on their wish list and holiday presents
o Created holiday cards
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6. Future Plans
6.1 1-year Plan
•
•
•
•

Host a summer camp
Create four more FLL teams
Grow the team by at least 10 people
Gain two more large sponsors

To accomplish these goals at hand, the Prime Movers will lobby to the Jenks Public Schools board of
directors to obtain funding for the summer camp and FLL teams. Currently, we are working with STEM
Directors and Principals to establish 2 summer camps. To continue the growth initiative, we will create
recruitment classes for enrollment conferences at the end of each year. We will expand our sponsor
base by continuing to apply for grants and contact potential sponsors.

6.2 5-year Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create at least one Jr. FLL team at every elementary school
Have at least one FLL team at every intermediate school
Start an FTC team at the middle school in accordance with our 8th grade initiative
Grow the team to more than 40 people
Start an FRC team in a different school district
Strengthen our partnerships with other FIRST teams in the greater Tulsa Area
Create and host the Tulsa FIRST Summit

Over the next 5 years the Prime Movers will have instituted a FIRST curriculum at every school in the
district. Members from the team will mentor each of these FIRST teams. To accommodate this
commitment, the team hopes to be adding 10 more additional members. Starting another FRC team will
be a large task, but a local school, Riverfield, has reached out to us for assistance. The Tulsa FIRST
Summit will consist of the Tulsa area FIRST teams. Starting with local FRC teams and growing to include
all branches of FIRST. Set up like a Ted Talk, the Tulsa FIRST Summit will allow older teams to share their
experiences in a presentation. These presentations can then be uploaded to the internet to be shared
with the global FIRST community.

6.3 10-year Plan
•
•
•

Grow the team to over 50 members
Have sponsors in every major financial sector
Have a more balanced number of boys to girls

To achieve these goals, we will continuously need to hit our 1 year and 5 year goals. These are possible,
but will require effort. With our current expansion program, the Prime Movers will see about a 40%
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increase in members each year. To be a more gender balanced team we must continue to advertise and
appeal to the future generations of both men and women young professionals.
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7. Team Budget
7.1 Sponsorship
The Prime Movers have 10 sponsors for the
2017 season. Overall, Jenks has been the
team’s biggest sponsor, donating the Robotics
lab to us. This season, NORDAM and Creatrex
are the largest part of the team’s income with
a $7,200 donation. Best Buy is currently our
second largest sponsor with the $5,000
community grant. The remaining 7 sponsors,
Williams, Boeing, Jenks Public Schools,
DoDSTEM, Broach Process Heat, B+T Group,
OSDE, AEP and VCMC have provided our team
with cash donations, services and supplies.
Figure 7A

The Boeing Company is an American multinational corporation
that designs, manufactures, and sells airplanes, rotorcraft,
rockets, and satellites worldwide. The company also provides
leasing and product support services. Boeing provided the team
with a donation of $3,500.00
Jenks Public Schools is a K-12 public school system located in Jenks, Oklahoma. Stacey Butterfield is the
superintendent of the district, which passed 10,000 students in 2011. Jenks has provided the team with
a fully equipped robotics workshop and teacher sponsors.
DoDSTEM continually seeks to increase development of a
representative, world-class STEM talent pool capable of filling
our workforce needs and providing continuous access to STEM
talent throughout the Nation. DoDSTEM provided the team with
a $1,500.00 donation.
The G.C. Broach Company is a unique, independently owned and
financially strong organization of experienced professionals
dedicated to the engineering, design, manufacture, and supply of
the finest process heating equipment available. Broach has
provided the team with continual industrial by welding the
frames to our practice and competition robots.
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B+T Group is a structural engineering company with focus on
supporting the wireless industry with services for Development
and Field Services. B+T Group has donated 3 programming laptops
to the team.

Oklahoma State Department of Education (OSDE)
The mission of the Oklahoma State Department of Education is
to improve student success through service to schools, parents,
and students; leadership for education reform; and
regulation/deregulation of state and federal laws to provide
accountability while removing any barriers to student success.

A global energy and communications company.
Williams will be the premier provider of large-scale infrastructure connecting
the growing supply of North American natural gas and natural gas products to
growing global demand for clean fuels and feedstocks. Williams provided the
team with a $3,000.00 donation.

Best Buy is an American multinational consumer electronics corporation
headquartered in Richfield, Minnesota, a Minneapolis suburb.
Internationally, it also operates in Canada and Mexico. Best Buy provided
the team with a $5,000.00 community grant.

Victoria Capital Mortgage Company is one of our most recent sponsors.
With their generous donation, we were able to make the 2016 quadcopter
competition a huge success. VCMC reimbursed us for more than $2,000
worth of raw materials to build obstacles for the quidditch themed
competition.
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7.2 2016-2017 Budget
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The Prime Movers currently allocate 39% of the budget to fund supplies for the robot. 44% of the
budget is allocated toward the competition fees. The remaining 17% of the team’s funds are saved for
future, unforeseen expenses. The portion of the budget allocated towards robot supplies consist of
aluminum, motors, and various parts. The parts are ordered from Andymark or Online Metals. The
competition portion of the budget goes towards giveaways like buttons, and competition fees. The
Prime Movers dedicate a portion of the budget at the end of the year to help start up the team in the
fall.

7.3 Economic Sponsor Breakdown
The Prime Movers want to utilize
Oklahoma’s economic diversity to
widen our sponsor base. With a variety
of sponsors, our team can become
more financially stable. Right now, our
sponsor base is heavily dependent on
Oil & Gas companies as well as
government. With the economy being
very fragile in energy, it’s vital to have
a wider diversity in sponsors. The
Prime Movers wish to grow our sponsor base
to be more representative of
Oklahoma’s economic breakdown. In
this way, we will be able to create more
financial stability for the future of our
team. The team has been shifting
towards more sustainable sponsors.
Figure 7B shows the fields in which the
team is funded by and Figure 7C shows
the 2016 model.

Figure 7B

Figure 7C
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8. Team Fundraisers
8.1 Current Fundraisers
Smash Bash
The Prime Movers have hosted two annual Smash Bash gaming tournaments. Smash Bash is an
all-day Smash Bros gaming tournament, hosted in the school’s planetarium. This gave students
and community members the chance to enjoy the Jenks Math and Science Building outside of
school hours. The team profited for the low cost associated with the event.
Flight Night Quadcopter Challenge
Hosting the quadcopter challenge was our largest fundraiser to date. The Prime Movers created
a magic and wizardry themed obstacle course for 50 teams of middle school and high school
aged students from 3 states.
Jenks High School Hometown Huddle
At the Hometown Huddle, the Prime Movers held a raffle ticket fundraiser at their booth. The
raffle was for a customized LED Laser Engraved Sign made by one of our students who owns a
company.

8.2 Future Fundraisers
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Booster club
o The Prime Movers Booster Club will help to find funds for the team so that
competition costs on students may be reduced
Smash Bash
o Continue and expand Smash Bash by hosting two gaming tournaments next year.
One in the fall and one in the spring semester
Naming Rights to STEM Lab
Summer Camps
Letter writing
o Write letters to businesses that could potentially sponsor the team
Alumni Program
o Create an Alumni group to keep in touch with all previous members
o Help retain a consistent history to see how the team will grow
Krispy Kreme
Ford Drive 4 UR School
Chipotle Cause an Affect
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9. Imagery and Branding
9.1 Purpose
The purpose is to ensure a stable and strong team image over time. This section’s plan shall be
maintained by the business and updated yearly for any changes.
Any major branding changes may only occur with the authorization of the President and Vice
President of PR or a unanimous vote of the Public Relations sub-team. Any changes should also
be noted in the annual report and updated in this branding section of the business plan. Small
changes are left to the discretion of the Vice President of PR.

9.2 Theme
The theme of the team is modern, professional, and scientific. All branding decisions should be
made with that in mind.

9.3 Team Name
The official names of the team are as follows:
•
•

FRC Team 31
The Prime Movers

Acceptable nicknames:
• Team 31
• Prime Movers
• FIRST Team 31
• Jenks Robotics

Unacceptable nicknames:
• Robotics Club
• Trojan Robotics

9.4 Fonts
Header Fonts
Our primary header font is size 16 Lato Bold. However, this may be increased at the discretion
of the Head of Public Relations. This font is to be used as the header and tile for any team
documents, and posters.
Body Text Font
Our body text font is Calibri. This font is to be used for any large body of text that is not a title
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or header. This font should always be used in size 11 or 12.
Accent Font
Our accent font is Lato Bold. This font may be used sparingly as a subheading font or in any
instance when a third font is needed.

9.5 Colors
These team colors are to be used for any team production. If the exact color is unavailable, then
the closest approximation is to be used.
Primary Theme Colors
The primary theme colors should be used in any team production and for any time of
decoration on said productions.
Maroon Hex Number: #7e2d3d
Hex Number: #ffffff
Light Gray Hex Number: #999999
Secondary Accenting Colors
These colors are to be used sparingly that the primary theme colors and are only used to
improve aesthetic appeal but should never be a major color.
Medium Gray Hex Number: #666666
Black Hex Number: #000000

9.6 Logo
The logo of the Prime Movers can be presented in either the light gray or maroon version. This
logo contains our team slogan and hashtag, #whatmovesyou, to promote our team’s ideals and
social media.
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9.7 Apparel Guidelines
Shirts are to only be one of the primary theme colors with the accompanying logo. Sponsors are
to be printed in monochrome on the back of the shirt in the primary theme color that best
stands out against the chosen shirt color.

9.8 Sponsor Recognition
Sponsors are to be recognized on most the team’s operations. Sponsors should be recognized
on the back of t-shirts in monochrome. They should be recognized in the pit and on the robot in
full color logos.
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9.9 General Attire
Attire for the team at events is composed of a team shirt, long pants of a thick material, and
close-toed shoes. School dress code also applies to this. Shorts, pants with holes and open-toed
shoes of any kind are not permissible. Competition attire is the same along with the team shirt
and polo.
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10. Publicity
10.1 Website
Website URL:
www.thethirtyfirst.org
The website serves as a
reference point for
information to members,
parents, current sponsors,
and potential sponsors alike.
The team’s members can look
to the website for team
information under the
“members” tab and
scheduling updates on the
calendar. Sponsors and potential sponsors can look on the website for updates on the Prime Movers
progress in build season and community accomplishments. The Public Relations team regularly update
the website to reflect the team’s most recent accomplishments.

10.2 Email
Address: primemovers31@gmail.com
The team has a google account which is used to send out any official meetings or crucial information to
parents, sponsors, and businesses. This is the primary mode of communication between the team and
parents.

10.3 Instagram
Handle: @primemovers31
The team’s Instagram account is
regularly updated by the PR team
with photos of the team’s progress
throughout the year. The account is
used to connect with other FIRST
teams and community members.
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10.4 Twitter
Handle: @FRCTeam31
The team’s twitter
account is used to
connect to other FIRST
teams. The account
follows any FIRST team
also on twitter to stay
updated with other’s
progress and
accomplishments.
Likewise, the PR team
regularly updates the
account; with the Prime Mover’s progress and accomplishments. Meeting announcements are also
made for our students who follow us on twitter.

10.5 Facebook
Page: FIRST Robotics
Team 31
Like the other social
media platforms, the
team uses Facebook to
keep the community up
to date on our progress
and events throughout
the year. We post
videos, photos, and
flyers for all events that we participate in. We take part in various FIRST Community groups as well.

10.6 Hashtags
Hashtags: #WhatMovesYou #FIRSTinOK #FRCsince93
The Prime Movers have created three brand related hashtags that are to be used on both Instagram and
Twitter. Other hashtags may be added to this, depending on the post, but at least one or more of the
hashtags above must be present.
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Appendix 11.1 Recruitment Poster
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Appendix 11.2 Smash Bash Poster
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Appendix 11.3 FLL Scrimmage
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Appendix 11.4 Jenks FLL Qualifier
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Appendix 11.5 Quadcopter
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Appendix 11.6 Open House
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Hello Team # !

Welcome to your first FIRST Robotics Competition! We are Team 31 from Jenks,
Oklahoma and have been taking part in the First Robotics Competition for 24 years. We
noticed that this is your first year at competition and we are thrilled that you are
participating in the First Robotics Competition and enthusiastic about your new addition
to the competition! Please do not hesitate to ask for any help and we will try our best to
be of any assistance to you; just look for the dashingly handsome ones in the “What
Moves You” shirts on the corner by the judging station in the gray steel pit.

Email us at (primemovers31@gmail.com) if you have any comments, questions
or concerns and we will get back to you ASAP! Please feel free to just come by talk to
us, ask questions, talk about concerns, or to just say “Hey”! We are always up for a
good chat! Good luck and happy games!

Team 31
Prime Movers

Appendix 11.7 Rookie Welcome Letter
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Hello Team # !

Welcome to the FIRST Robotics Competition! We are Team 31 from Jenks,
Oklahoma and have been taking part in the First Robotics Competition for 24 years. We
are thrilled that you are participating in the First Robotics Competition and enthusiastic
about your addition to the intense competition! Please do not hesitate to ask for any
help and we will try our best to be of any assistance to you; just look for the dashingly
handsome ones in the “What Moves You” shirts on the corner by the judging station in
the gray steel pit. Email us at (primemovers31@gmail.com) if you have any comments,
questions or concerns and we will get back to you ASAP! Please feel free to just come
by talk to us, ask questions, talk about concerns, or to just say “Hey”! We are always up
for a good chat! Good luck and happy games!

Team 31
Prime Movers

Appendix 11.8 Regional Welcome Letter
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Appendix 11.9 Sponsor Newsletter
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Appendix 11.10 Sponsor Thank You (2016 end of season)
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Incident Report Form
Date:
Time:
Location:
Incident:
Action Taken?

WITNESS
Name
What happened? (In witness’s words)

INJURED
Name
What Happened? (In the injured words)

Name

Initials

Injured
Witness

Reporter
Appendix 11.11 Incident Report Form
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Student Safety Reports
Name
Infraction#

Infraction#

Infraction#

Appendix 11.12 Student Safety Reports
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Enoch A.
• Grade:12th • GPA: 3.3611•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have only been a part of Robotics for this present year. I originally joined because my best friend
convinced me to. Shortly after joining, I began to fall in love with the environment. I have lots of fun trying
to build a robot with friends. I always look forward to Robotics meetings because the people there make it
all worthwhile.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Sports Parade
Jenks High School Directed Traffic
3:00 pm- 5:30 pm

Quadcopter
Jenks High School Repair Shop/Concessions
7:00 am- 5:30 pm

FLL
Jenks High School Queuer
7:00 am- 5:30 pm

GOALS
Ever since I was young the thought of outer space has always intrigued me. Every time that the teacher
played a video about space, I would always listen intently. Now that I’m in high school, my first goal is to
get good grades. I work hard to keep my grades up. When I graduate from high school I plan to go to
University of Oklahoma and study to receive a major in astrophysics there.
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Nicholas A.
• Grade: 12 • GPA: 2.8

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
STEM Night
Jenks Math and Science Center — 2016 season
A night where we showed off our robot and explained what our team does for those in or wanting to
learn about our school’s STEM program.
1 Hour

Maker Faire
Fairgrounds Expo Center — 2016 season
An event where various groups and clubs set up booths in the Expo Center at the Fairgrounds to
showcase what they create, such as polished stones and model aircraft.
About 4 Hours

Hometown Huddle
Jenks High School - 2016 season
Helped set up the Prime Movers booth and explain what the team does over the course of the year.
About 2 Hours (2016)

Smash Bash
Jenks Math and Science Center —2016
Volunteered at the Jenks Robotics Annual Smash Bros Tournament, AKA the Smash Bash.
At Smash Bash, I worked as a “runner”, helping where I was needed.
About 4 Hours (2016)

Quadcopter Competition
Jenks Trojan Activity Center —2016
Volunteered at the Jenks Robotics Quadcopter Competition, I worked at the concessions area.
About 12 Hours (2016)

Jenks FLL Regional
Jenks Trojan Activity Center —2016
Volunteered at the Jenks Robotics FLL Regional, I worked at the reception area to check in
competitors.
About 11 Hours (2016)

GOALS
I’ve already been accepted into the University of Kansas. As far as majors go, I’ve narrowed it down to
something both creative yet technology-based, like a graphic designer or a concept artist for video
games.
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Michael B.
• Grade: 12th• GPA: 3.53 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have been in F.I.R.S.T Robotics since my freshmen year of high school. This year is my 4th and final year
of being involved in it. In robotics, I have learned how to build a robot and use several different power tools,
as well as how to work together and grow as a team. On the topic of STEM, I have also joined the TSA
(Technology Student Administration) club at TTC (Tulsa Technology Center) this year and am now part of
another STEM competition called VEX. In VEX, you have a competition like how FIRST does, except the
robots are smaller.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Class Reporter for TSA (Technology Student Administration)
Tulsa Technology Center — 2016-2017
Reports news and important information for the week to the 5th hour class.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Christmas Train
Dry Gulch, Adair, OK — December 3, 2016
Volunteering as a Christmas caroler at the annual Christmas Train event hosted by
ChurchOnTheMove
5 Hours

FLL Regional
Jenks High School — November 26, 2016
Volunteering as a Robot Design Judge for the First Lego League Regional Competition
10 Hours

FLL Scrimmage
Jenks High School — November 19, 2016
Volunteering as a Robot Design Judge for the First Lego League Scrimmage
10 Hours

Quadcopter Competition
Jenks High School — November 12, 2016
Volunteering as a queuer and photographer. Sponsored by Flight Night.
10 Hours

Smash Bash
Jenks High School — 2016
Volunteering as a DJ and Photographer.
10 Hours
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GOALS
I am hoping to attend ORU in the Fall of 2017, however I am still considering any other colleges that
might interest me. I am planning to major in engineering, specifically computer sciences and electronics. I
am also interested in photography, so I may minor in that as well. I am hoping to get a good camera soon
-- hopefully a Canon -- so I can document more of my life, and in higher quality.
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Meleah F.
• Grade: 12th • GPA: 4.17 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I joined the Jenks Robotics Team as a senior at the start of the 2016-2017 school year. Before the end of
junior year, I had never considered it. However, as I began to cultivate a love for math, I became open to
the idea of going into a field of engineering as a career. I was eager to obtain some sort of experience
related to STEM, and robotics seemed like a likely place to do so. In my short time there, I have
discovered quality knowledge on the use of equipment and how interesting all areas can be. I will
continue to learn and gain experience, meeting new challenges that will hopefully further my future
career.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Day Captain
Oklahoma Aquarium - May of 2016 to Present
Overseeing other volunteers, ensuring smooth coordination between guest experience and volunteer
service, interacting with guests, providing information, overseeing touch tanks and feed stands

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Oklahoma Aquarium
Oklahoma Aquarium in Jenks, OK — Saturdays, 2:00 PM - 6:00 PM
Interacting with guests, providing information, overseeing touch tanks, selling food, ensuring safe
interactions between guests and animals
408 hours

Tulsa Missions
The City of Tulsa — Spring of 2013-2016
Involving oneself in the Tulsa community, identifying needs and addressing them, volunteering at
food banks, picking up trash, volunteering at Winter Jam
65 hours

Serve Thursday
Jenks and Tulsa Community — Summer Thursdays, 9:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Serving in the community, picking up trash, volunteering at food banks, Emergency Infant Services,
care for children
50 hours

GOALS
- Attend a university and maintain a 4.0
- Complete several internships in a relevant field
- Graduate with at least a bachelor’s degree in several areas of study
- Volunteer in my community
- Continue personal studies in science, language, literature, and the arts
- Discover a job that I am passionate about and will challenge me
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Kenneth H.
• 12th Grade • GPA: 3.5: •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have been a part of the Jenks High School Robotics Team 31 for the last four years. I have been
working on the robot, pit, parts, and miscellaneous in the CAD program, Autodesk Inventor
Pro. Recently, I and the rest of the CAD team designed the course used in the Quadcopter competition
we hosted.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Head of CAD
2016-Present
I am the head of the CAD (Computer Aided Design) portion of the Jenks High School Robotics
Team, this is where we use CAD programs like Inventor to design parts, the robot, the pit and
any other crucial components.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Quadcopter Competition
Jenks High School — November 5th, 2016
Worked as the assistant scorekeeper at the event
7 hours

Jenks FLL Regional
Jenks High School — November 19th, 2016
Volunteered at the FLL Qualifier hosted at Jenks
11 hours

GOALS
My goals are to go to OSU and get a dual major in mechanical engineering and aerospace. Also, when I
get out of college, I to join Nasa, in designing and constructing new methods of space exploration. This
would give me the opportunity to someday create an invention that is revolutionary and betters man-kind.
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Terrell H.
• Grade: 12• GPA: 2.0•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have been on the Prime Movers team 31 for 4 years. As part of the mechanical team, I work hands
on with the robot. I was on the Engineering Hunger Games sophomore year. I also go to Tulsa Tech
and participate in their pre-engineering program.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Head of Mechanical
FRC Team 31 — 2016-2017
Works with the mechanical team to keep them working on their goals towards finishing the robot

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Quadcopter Competition
Jenks HS — 2016
Referee for the game
12 Hours

FLL
Various Places— 2015-2016
Volunteered as a referee or a judge at multiple FLL competitions
80 Hours

Smash Bash
Jenks HS — 2016
Tournament Director
12 Hours

GOALS
My goals are to design a successful video game. I would like to attend MIT or any Ivy League. Electronics
engineering or coding is what I plan to major in. This year on the robotics teams I would like to help my
team become the best team we can be while supporting other teams.
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Kathryn K.
• Grade: 12th Grade • GPA: 3.3 Unweighted •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
This is my third year in FIRST robotics. I started as sophomore and floated around positions to learn
the most about robotics as possible. I ended up staying with the PR team and this year I was elected
into the Vice President/Head of Public Relations position for 2016-2017. This year I will be working on
Chairman’s and the Business plan for Team 31. I don’t have a lot of STEM experience outside of
FIRST but last year I started programming classes. I love the business side of STEM. Having
someone an engineer can relay their ideas to is vital so they can have investors look at their ideas or
even to have someone help market their invention to the public.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
President
B’nai Brith Youth Organization- Tulsa
2016-2017

Vice President/Head of Public Relations
Jenks High School Robotics; FRC Team 31
2016-2017

Vice President
B’nai Brith Youth Organization- Tulsa
2016

Head of Communications
Jenks High School Robotics; FRC Team 31
2015-2016

Treasurer
B’nai Brith Youth Organization- Tulsa
2015

Vice President/Co-Founder
Jenks High School Jewish Cultural Club
2014-2015

Treasurer
Jenks High School German Club
2014-2015

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Over the past semester, I have participated in multitudes of volunteering events. Below are the
grouped events to show where my hours came from. My total hours are: 130.5 Hours
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First Lego League Mentor (51

Tulsa Regional STEM Alliance (11 Hours)

Hours)
Jenks East Elementary- 2015-16

Williams, TU, and Tulsa State Fair

Mentored over 60 students in project
presentation skills, LabView, trial and error,
and teamwork.

Volunteered alongside Tulsa Regional STEM
alliance to educate future engineers, scientists
and mathematicians at various events across
2016.

Robotics Hosted Events (50.5

Maker Faires (10 Hours)

Hours)
Boeing, Jenks, and Jenks Public
Schools

Barnes & Noble, Tulsa Maker Faire

Volunteered at various events that include:
STEM Nights, Club Fairs, fundraisers for
Jenks Robotics, and multiple STEM
events.

Demonstrated the activities involved with FIRST
robotics and helped recruit future FLL and FRC
members while educating the community.

Various Events (8 Hours)
DVIS, St. Francis Hospital, Woofstock

Volunteered and did jobs such as
fundraising and entertaining children.

GOALS
I would like to get a master’s in Business law. I would like to start off doing my undergrad at OSU by
majoring in Business, then transferring to either The University of Tulsa, Vanderbilt, or Harvard. They all
have excellent programs but, it all depends on my grades during my undergrad and the LSAT exam. I
would like to have the Business Law masters because I would like to hopefully one day be the CFO or
CEO of a large corporation such as Quik Trip. I am a very driven business student who hopefully has the
answers and solutions to a company's issues. I would really like to see our team do great this year
because I know all our students put in a lot of work and I would love to see everyone get recognized for
their job well done.
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Andrew Mungai
• Grade: 12• GPA: 4.0•
ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I joined the Jenks Robotics Team in my sophomore year of high school. I heard about it from
a friend in my Introduction to Engineering Design class. The classes that I was taking, such
as IED, were all centered on engineering: electronic and computer; so I had the knowledge
but apart from the time that I spent outside of school I had no real consistent method to
implement what I knew, that was until I found team 31. The team wasn’t very big when I
first joined, with only about twenty students in total. Because of this, leadership positions
were just there waiting for the right individual. Thus during my junior year I was voted into
the spot of Chief Engineer, the robot did not come out as we had planned but the team did
gain individuals who would later prove to be very important in the team’s growth.
LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Chief Engineer
Jenks Robotics — 2015-2016
Lead robotics member in the building of a robot that we designed for competition.
VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Guts Distribution Center
Guts Church — 2013 - 2016
Sort food, clothes and other material to later distribute to those in need.
225 hours
GOALS
My short-term goals are as follow, finish applying to choose colleges and hope that my top
pick chooses me. Long term goals are full of dream, good dreams but dreams nonetheless,
but I categorize them as goals because it gives drive to turn them into reality. This year
Berkeley University made advances with a solar cell material called perovskite, they claim
that they are very far from reaching the maximum efficiency capabilities of this element
which means that five years from now this material could change the way humans create
energy. Five years from now I would be finished with college, thus I hope to be one of the
individuals to implement efficient solar energy cells to Nano robotics.
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Rand Murray
• Grade: 12• GPA: 3.02•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
When it comes to STEM I have had a wonderful experience. With robotics I have learned so many
valuable skills that I will take with the rest of my life. I have learned how to deal with multiple teams all
working together on one major project. The community and culture in a robotics team makes me wish
that I could spend more time learning and when i go into the workforce will inspire me to give back to
my community.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Senior Patrol leader
Boy scouts— 2014-2015
This role had me leading a developing my boy scout troop.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Smash Bash
Jenks HS — 2016
A fundraiser where we held a video game tournament to raise money.
10 hours

First Lego League Qualifier
Jenks HS — 2015 and 2016?
A qualifier for the first Lego league for middle schoolers.
10 hours

GOALS
To become a chemical engineer and be able to retire and live a fulfilled life.
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Hunter N.
• Grade: 12th • GPA: 3.94 (Unweighted) •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
•

•

•

•

ROBOTICS
o I have experience working on the programming and the electrical team, including, but not
limited to, moderate development in Java and C++. I also have background knowledge on
the inner-workings of electrical schematics, component maintenance, and soldering.
STEM
o Technology Student Association (TSA) - I solely reformed the TSA online portal by
creating a website that increased member acquisition, retention, and competition
knowledge. I compete in various competitions including the TSA Vex Competition, TSA
Software Development, TSA Extemporaneous Speech, TSA System Control Technology,
and TSA Coding.
o Programming (Xcode iOS App Developer) - I have been the sole programmer for various
mobile application endeavors.
o Carpentry
o Physics Journal Club - Once a month all members meet at Tulsa University to discuss
complex physics concepts. I have participated for two years.
o Mu Alpha Theta / Math Club - I assist in introducing interesting math concepts and
competitions to underclassmen. I have been recognized for excellence in the high school
math curriculum.
SKILLS IN PROFESSIONAL AREA
o Design Process
o Technical Sketching & Drawing
o Measurements & Statistics
o Modeling Skills
o Geometry of Design
o Reverse Engineering
o Advanced Computer Modeling
o Design Team and Design Challenges
o Mobile Software Development
o Dedicated Server Maintenance (Remote)
o Online Web Development
o Full Stack Database Interlinking
PROFESSIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
o Dedicated Server Development
▪ Position: Remote Server Consultation & Administration (2012-2013)

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Webmaster / Head of Outreach - Chapter Secretary Officer
Technology Student Association (TSA) — 2015-present
Refer to the section covering STEM experience.

Entrepreneur
Independent Operation — 2012-present
I have created an LLC (company) in association with my mobile application development projects for
the sake of commercialization and property protection.
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Team Captain / Left Forward
Competitive Tulsa Soccer — 5 hr/wk, 20 wk/yr
Originally I was left defender -> then goalie -> then left midfielder -> then left forward -> then team
captain. We traveled around competing. Our team was ranked 1st for four non-consecutive years.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Community Volunteer
Key Club — 3 Years
I have been recognized for assisting in various community endeavors such as: local gardening
construction and management, the food bank, festivals, teachers, etc..
500+ total hours

Recognized Member
National Honor Society —2 Years
I assist in tutoring underclassmen at our school with their math comprehension. I also work on more
extensive community projects involving carpentry and outreach.
20+ total hours

Quadcopter
Jenks High School TAC — Senior Year
I assisted with quadcopter maintenance and wandered around helping sections that needed
additional assistance.
12 hours

FLL (+ Competitions)
Various Tulsa Locations — Senior Year
I have reffed to keep the teams focused on necessary regulations, kept track of scoring, and helped
setup the fields in which the students competed.
33 hours

Aquarium Guide
Oklahoma Aquarium — Sophomore-Senior Year
I have guided people of all ages through various sections of the aquarium, giving incite to exciting
exhibits and activities.
40 hours

Pre-Calc Tutoring
JMASC Math Lab — Junior-Senior Year
I have helped underclassmen understand various topics in precalculus.
10 hours

GOALS
I plan to dual major in Computer Engineering and Business Management at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. I would like to found companies that assist in decreasing the overall unpleasantness of the
world. I also want to pursue undergraduate research in CRISPR genetic engineering to assist in curing a
large percentage of existing biological diseases.
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Jaime R.
• Grade: 12 • GPA: 3.7 (unweighted)•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
Robotics: Started Robotics in Senior year. Learned how to construct with metallics and circuitry, and
is mainly in the programming field for the team.
STEM:I have taken 2 Computer Science classes. One for programming and the other about the field
in general. I have taken math up to about Calculus II, which as a class is known in my school as AP
Calculus BC, and have taken AP courses of Physics I and II.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Secretary
SWAT — 2015-2016
Students Working Against Tobacco. We organized many events to help lobby against the harmful
uses of tobacco.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Quadcopter
Jenks High School, Jenks, Oklahoma
A quadcopter competition of an obstacle course hosted at Jenks for many high schools and middle
schools. I Was a Referee.
13 hours

First Lego League Regional
Jenks High School, Jenks, Oklahoma
A First Lego League competition of an animal-themed obstacle course, I Was a Referee, Querer, and
I queued for the practice table.
11 hours

FLL State
Memorial High School, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Same as Jenks, but this time for those who qualified for state. The next level, essentially. I was a
Field Resetter and worked in Guest Relations there.
11 hours

Smash Bash
Jenks High School, Jenks, Oklahoma
A Fundraiser made up of a Smash Bros. Tournament. I queued up the players.
10.5 hours

GOALS
To get a degree in Computer Science and Entrepreneurship, and to gain an innate understanding for
many forms of technology. Afterwards, although still largely undecided, I may start my own business
and design software.
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Eduarda D.
• Grade: 12• GPA: 3.789 weighted•

STEM/ROBOTICS EXPERIENCE
I was part of the FIRST Lego League team Strong Warriors during middle school in Brazil; everyone took
part in all aspects of the project.
I have taken science classes every school year without exception since middle school, including AP
classes. I’ve also taken computer science classes for the last 3 years, including AP Computer Science A
last year and AP Computer Science Principles this year. Last year I received the school Award of
Excellence for pre-AP computer science independent studies and the previous year I received an A* on
the British GCSE Computer Science exam.
Currently, I am the president of Team 31, the Prime Movers. I’ve had the opportunity to head and oversee
a plethora of projects such as the Quadcopter Competition, FLL regional and scrimmage and multiple
volunteering projects.

LEADERSHIP/WORK EXPERIENCE
State winner of Thespian Festival monologue category; national competitor
Drama -- 2016
Competed on a state and national level with 2 monologue pieces. I represented Jenks High
School at Nebraska and received superior ratings on both my pieces.
President
Robotics -- 2016 - today
Head up all of the team’s operations, plan events and meetings and serve as liaison between
mentors and students.
Workshop Leader
Drama -- 2016
Alongside the Trojan Players class in Jenks High School, I’ve hosted 3 workshops to teach
Elementary School teachers about the various methods of storytelling and the benefits of
fostering this skill early on.
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VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Costa Rica Humanitarian Trip
Costa Rica — 2014
1-week trip to Costa Rica to work with
underprivileged children.
40 hours

Donations
Houston, Tulsa — 2012 - present
Gathered food and clothes donations for
the underprivileged.
5 hours

Various FLL events
Jenks — 2015 - present
Volunteered as judge, queuer, event overseer,
MC and helped with any tasks necessary.
67 hours

FLL mentoring
Jenks — 2016 - present
Mentors the teams at the elementary
school on how to make their project and
their robot.
18 hours

Iron Gate Food Kitchen

Heart Walk

Tulsa — 2016 - present

Broken Arrow — 2016

Prepared and served food for underprivileged
Tulsa residents.
9 hours

Set up and helped with booths at a puppy
adoption event.
6 hours

Feed My Starving Children

Smash Bash

Tulsa — 2015 - present

Jenks — 2015 - present

Participated in the nation-wide effort to pack
food for African communities in an expedient
manner.

Hosted a video game tournament as a
fundraiser.
7.5 hours

2 hours

GOALS
I plan to pursue higher education and work towards a career in the field of molecular and computer
sciences and biostatistics. I’d love to follow a career that allows me to constantly engage in the discovery
of the unknown, continuously expanding my limits and learning more and more about the world around
me, and how I can make it better.
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Reed T.
• Grade: 12 • GPA: 3.7•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I’ve had one year of FRC experience. I’ve also qualified for and been to national competitions for
Technical Student Association in robotics activities. I am president of a VEX robotics team and a Power
Racing Series team. I do self projects as well at home.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
President
Power Racing Team— 2016-present
Description

President
VEX Team— 2016-present
Description

Head of Programming and Electrical
Jenks Robotics Team — 2016-present
Description

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Various FLL Events
Multiple locations — 2016
I have mentored multiple FLL and FLL Jr. Teams throughout the school district. I have also
worked as a ref and judge at the competitions.
48 Hours

Goals
I would like to pursue a double major in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. My first choice is
MIT. After this I would like to work in the industry for a while, perhaps automotive, and then create my
own company.
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Ross T.
• Grade: 11• GPA: 4.08•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have been on the Jenks Robotics Team for over a year now, and have mostly played a primary role
in the CAD Team during robotics season. Out of FIRST, I have been a part of multiple STEM projects
and programs, such as PLTW and STEM as a part of BSA, in Troop 26.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Patrol Leader
Troop 26 — 1 year
Responsible for the management and organization of scouts within my patrol, which includes meal
planning, communication, and leadership.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Boy Scouts Volunteering
Multiple locations across the globe — 2011 - 2016
As a member of Troop 26, I have contributed to multiple service and eagle projects that have
positively benefited multiple groups and organizations across the globe.
100+ Hours

GOALS
•
•
•

To reach the rank of Eagle Scout
Become head of the CAD Team in the Prime Movers organization
Go to college at either TU or OSU as an electrical engineer
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John G.
• Grade: 11 • GPA:3.83 (unweighted) 4.24 (weighted) •
th

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
(Put Paragraph here. FULL SENTENCES ONLY)
This is my second year on the Prime Movers, team 31. I have been involved in STEM education since
5th grade when I was placed on an accelerated mathematics program, leading me to take AP
calculus my sophomore year at Jenks. I was accepted into the Intro to Engineering design program
(IED) freshman year, and learned how to work with AutoCad, as well as how to function with a group.
The next year I took the follow up course to that class, Principles of Engineering, which focused task
oriented projects that involved writing technical reports. That was also the year that I joined the Prime
Movers. During the course of that year, under the guidance of our gracious mentors, I learned how to
use a variety of tools, and saw the application of the work I had been doing within the Intro to
Engineering Design program.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Floor Manager
FRC Team 31
Makes sure the team is on task throughout Build Season

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Various Events
Hometown Huddle 2015 — Raised awareness for FIRST
Mini Makers Faire at barnes and nobles
FLL mentoring at Jenks East Elementary 2015
Jr. FLL mentoring at Jenks East Elementary 2015
Smash Bash 2015
Union FLL regional 2015
Jenks FLL scrimmage 2015
Jenks FLL regional 2015
Memorial FLL state 2015
Building flower beds for the community
William’s STEM day
Maker’s Faire at the tulsa expo center
FLL mentoring at Jenks East Elementary 2016
Jr. FLL mentoring at Jenks East Elementary 2016
FLL mentoring at Jenks East Intermediate
Hometown huddle 2016
Quadcopter tournament
Memorial FLL regional 2016
Memorial FLL state 2016

Goals
After finishing high school I plan on attending Oklahoma State University for a double major in Aerospace
and Mechanical engineering. I will be applying to MIT and if that works out financially I would prefer to go
there.
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Lian K.
• Grade: 11 • GPA: 3.45 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
My experience in robotics started this year, I went to the TU stem fair last year and there were people
talking about it. I took an Engineering class during Freshman year and became in love with hands-on built
robot.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Church
Life tabernacle- every Tuesday, Wednesday and Sunday.
I help with cleaning out Life tabernacle and prepare for service for every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Sunday.
About 2 hours a day. (over all for this year - 72 hours.)

Key Club
Jenks High School- various times
I volunteer whenever I can with the special projects. Other than that I go to the food bank and
volunteer there. .
113 hours.

Distinguished Service Graduate
Jenks East Elementary- during break-parent-teacher conference- Back to school
during every break, whenever there is a parent meeting or anything going on at Jenks East
Elm. I would go there and translate.
18 hours

GOALS
My goal for this year is to finish my year off with a ‘B’ or above. In the future I would like to pursue my
dream by going to in-state college and study in either Engineering or Law field ( I am still deciding). I am
also wanting to go back to Burma and start working there. I would like to see all the things I’ve studied in
action.
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Santiago S.
Grade 10

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
In the robotics department, I was part of the robotics team in middle school, and am currently part of it in
my sophomore year. In stem I am autodesk certified and am currently enrolled in Principles of
engineering in the high school. Last year I was enrolled in Intro to engineering.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
PR Representative
Jenks STEM Club

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Tulsa Library
Tulsa Library- various times
50 hours

GOALS
I hope to learn more about skills needed to become an engineer, and learn important teamwork and time
management skills.
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Lily T.
• Grade: 10 • GPA: 3.63 (unweighted), 3.97 (weighted) •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
Robotics: In the 6th grade I was part of a mini robotics challenge that was similar to FLL, but on a smaller
scale. I was a general member on the Jenks Robotics team my freshman year. Working as a part of the
mechanical subteam I expanded my knowledge on tools, building and robots in general. Currently, I am
the CFO for the team. I mentor various FLL teams in the district and have volunteered at their
competitions.
STEM: Every year I have taken one or more science classes. Those include; Earth Science, Pre-AP
Biology, Pre-AP Chemistry, AP Biology, and AP Physics 1. My freshman year I was apart of Tulsa Tech’s
Pre-Engineering program. Starting from the 5th grade to now, I have taken (respectively); Algebra 1,
Geometry, Pre-AP Algebra 2, Pre-AP Pre Calculus/Trig, and AP Calculus BC. I am also apart of Math
Club and Mu Alpha Theta (Math Honor Society).

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
Jenks Robotics — 2016-present
As CFO I work on the team’s budget. I also do other PR related items such as planning events,
writing business plans, award submissions, planning meetings, and managing social media.

Board Member
Jenks Key Club — 2016-present
My board member position in Key Club is focused on helping the homeless/less fortunate in the
community. I plan volunteering projects such as donation drives, working in a soup kitchen, and
holiday meals to serve at the shelters.

Vice President
Jenks Math Club — 2016-present
I help plan and lead meetings, find and participate in math competitions, plan events and activities,
and decide awards.

School Service Executive Officer
National Junior Honor Society (NJHS)— 2014-2015
Planned school service volunteering projects such as cleaning classrooms, fundraisers, teacher
appreciation days, and anything else that involved benefitting the school. I also participated in the
NJHS Oklahoma Leadership Conference.

Student Leader
Jenks Intermediate Student Service Organization — 2012-2013
Led, planned, and assisted in various events throughout the school. All the events helped better the
school and community (canned food drive, red ribbon week, Naturalization Ceremonies, donation
drives, volunteering at the retirement home, etc)
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VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Feed the Homeless
Tulsa Day Center, Iron Gate — 2013-present
My youth group and I cook meals on the third Sunday of every month (enough for 150 people).
We take the food and serve it to the people at the Tulsa Day Center for the Homeless. One
Saturday and Sunday a month, I go to Iron Gate Tulsa and serve meals to the less
fortunate/homeless of Tulsa in a soup kitchen. I also organized a Thanksgiving dinner to be
cooked and served to the homeless at the Day Center for Thanksgiving. Enough food for 200
people to have a Thanksgiving meal was prepared and served.
Roughly 260 Hours

St. John’s Episcopal Church Thanksgiving Drive
St. John’s Church — 2014-present
On the Sunday before Thanksgiving day, I and the members of my youth group pack grocery
bags for 200+ people. The grocery bags have various items you would cook for a
Thanksgiving meal as well as other necessities. Along with that, we deliver pies and turkeys to
the people who registered to get a meal. This really helps those who cannot provide their own
Thanksgiving dinners to their families.
About 30 Hours

FLL Mentoring
Jenks East Elementary, Jenks East Intermediate — 2016 season
Mentoring the 4 FLL and 3 Jr. FLL teams at Jenks East Elementary and the 2 FLL teams at
Jenks East Intermediate. Assist them in researching and creating their projects, programming
and building their robots and teaching them about the values of F.I.R.S.T
About 40 Hours

Various FLL Events
Jenks High School, Union, Memorial High School — 2015 & 2016 seasons
Setting up the Jenks FLL Scrimmage and Qualifier. Volunteered as a project judge at the
Jenks Qualifier (2015/2016), game referee at the Union Qualifier (2015), and Core
Values/Project judge at the Memorial State FLL competition (2015/2016). Helped set up and
clean up the events.
40 Hours (2015), 35 Hours (2016)

Various Jenks Robotics Events
Various locations— 2015-present
Volunteered at the Jenks Robotics Annual Smash Bros Tournament, Smash Bash (2015 and
2016). At Smash Bash, I worked concessions and event registration. Also, volunteered at
Flight Night’s 2016 Quadcopter Competition hosted by Team 31. At Quadcopter, I was a game
emcee, helped announce awards, assisted judges, and did any other tasks that needed to be
done. Other events include: Jenks Hometown Huddle, Tulsa Children’s Museum day, STEM
Night, Jenks enrollment, Club Fair, robotics booth at the Tulsa State Fair, Tulsa Maker Faire,
and the Barnes and Noble Mini Maker Faire
81.5 Hours

GOALS
I have quite a few goals for the rest of my high school career. Continue on my advanced track of classes
to not only increase my GPA, but to earn college credit and expand my knowledge on topics that I love. I
would like to graduate in the upper percent of my class. My other goals for high school are to eventually
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become president of our robotics team, continue having leadership positions in the clubs and
organizations I am involved in. I plan on continuing my volunteer projects because I would not be the
same person I am without the volunteer work I do. After high school, I plan on attending school to study
either neuroscience or biomedical engineering. I am not set on one particular college yet. My current
school prospects are Yale, University of Pennsylvania, and NYU.
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Nicholas T.
• Grade: 10• GPA: 3.9286•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
Currently the president of the Jenks Stem Club. I’ve assembled 3 personal computers for my friends.
I’m currently enrolled AP Computer Science A. I have satisfactory knowledge in the Java
programming language. I have acquired both robotics merit badge and electricity & electronics merit
badge in boy scouts, so I have adequate knowledge in using soldering tools and electronics. I was in
TBS in the middle school for two semesters. I took Intro to Engineering during freshman year, and am
currently enrolled in Principles of Engineering. I was apart of an Odyssey of the Mind team in the 8th
grade and our team produced a programmed a car to follow a self produced track.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Position - President of Jenks STEM Club
Jenks STEM Club
I orchestrated and ran the STEM club for the fall semester of 2016. I organized meetings, delegated
officers, and legitimized the club.

Position - Patrol Leader
Boy Scouts
As patrol leader, I organized food cooking, money management, and information distribution for my
patrol. I held the position for 6 months and I have done it 4 times.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Mission Trip
Memphis, Spring break
We helped run a neighborhood child meet for one week, for kids who may not get a lot of attention at
home.
1 week

GOALS
This year I’d like to become more adept at programming and improve my knowledge of STEM related
subjects. I would also desire to actively involved in robotics this coming year and throughout high
school. My last goal is to receive a the best rating on my saxophone solo in the upcoming year.
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Christopher B.
• Grade:10 • GPA: 2.75 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I joined Robotics right before the 2016 Build Season. I spent the Build Season working on the
Electrical and Mechanical subteams. At the Oklahoma City Regional I was an ambassador.
During the 2016-2017 school year, I am taking ‘Intro to Programming’, with the intent to continue
throughout High School. I am also enrolled in stagecraft.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
FLL Regional
Jenks High School, Trojan Activity Center — 11/19/16
Core Values Judge and Repair Station Operator
10 Hours

JHS Talent Show
Jenks High School, Performing Arts Center — 11/10/16-11/11/16
Stage Manager
5 Hours

JHS Vocal Concert
Jenks High School, Performing Arts Center — 10/14/16
Sound Board Operator
3 Hours

GOALS
I plan on pursuing a job as a Stage Technician, possibly at Tulsa University. I am very interested in the
possibilities and because of the shortage of Stage Tech’s within said field, I would love to do this. This
makes me confident that I can have a steady Career working On Stage.
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Samuel Y.
• Grade: 10• GPA: 4.00•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have some amount of STEM experience from taking the STEM class as a freshman, where I worked
with basic construction, Lego EV3 Robotics, and programming. I completed Intro to Engineering, and
am currently enrolled in Principles of Engineering. I am in the STEM club, and I am working to design
and sketch a garden. I am a Boy Scout, and have completed merit badges relating to computer
science, aviation, and robotics. I have also completed almost a full semester of FIRST Robotics.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Secretary
Jenks Math Club, 2016-2017 year
As a secretary, I am taking notes during meetings, developing a website, and working to improve the
club by participating in officer meetings, and by helping to make announcements.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Prime Movers, Team 31 : Smash Bash Fundraiser
Jenks Math and Science Center, 8 AM - 12 PM
This event was a Super Smash tournament and a fundraiser. During this event, I was both a
photographer and a floater. I took photos of participants, gameplay, and the individual competitions.
5 hours of service

Prime Movers, Team 31 : FIRST Quadcopter Competition
Jenks Trojan Activity Center, 8 AM - 12 PM
During this event, our team hosted a quadcopter competition for the Tulsa Regional STEM Alliance.
Again, I was a photographer and floater; taking action shots of the quadcopters, and running errands.
5 hours of service

Prime Movers, Team 31 : FIRST Lego League Regional Competition
Jenks Trojan Activity Center, 8 AM - 6 PM
Team 31 hosted a local event which tested the projects and robotic designs of several younger
FIRST teams. Initially, I worked as a Project Judge, and worked with other team members to evaluate
the projects of young FIRST teams. These projects were all related to environmental activism, and I
enjoyed learning about and scoring these projects. During the second part of the event, I was a
floater, and helped at the repair shop, DJ booth, and I assisted in cleaning up after the competition.
10 hours of service

GOALS
During high school, I want a 32+ composite score on my ACT, and a similarly advanced SAT score. I am
aiming to become a Distinguished Service Graduate, and I would be thrilled to be considered for
valedictorian, salutatorian, or National Merit Semifinalist. Following my graduation of Jenks High School, I
would like to attend an in-state university, probably the University of Oklahoma. I would like to major in
agricultural engineering, biomedical engineering, or a related field of study.
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Shara K.
• Grade: 9th •GPA: 4.0 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
My experience with robotics includes being in the Jenks Middle School Robotics team for two years (7th
and 8th grade), and competing in the FLL competition both years. My experience with STEM classes
include being in pre-ap science classes in 7th and 8th grade, and being in advanced math classes. This
year, I have two science courses; pre-ap chemistry, and physics. My math course this year is pre-ap precalculus/trigonometry. Specific STEM groups I am taking part of this school year is the STEM book club,
created for girls with ample experience with areas of STEM.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Project Captain

FLL Robotics - 2015-2016 School Year
Was in charge of project division for FLL competition, and led/created skit.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Smash Bash (? Hours)

Jenks High school - October 1st, 2016
Volunteered at concession stand and sold food.

Quadcopter Competition (12.5 Hours)
Jenks High school - November 5th, 2016
Volunteered at DJ/sound booth at competition.

FLL Regionals (5 Hours)

Jenks High school - November 19th, 2016
Volunteered at DJ/sound booth at competition.

GOALS
The goals I have set for myself, as being part of the robotics team, is to learn as much about programming
and building as much as I can, and hopefully be an officer. Goals outside of the team, and in school,
include receiving a GPA 4.0 by the end of 2nd semester of 9th grade, and 100 service hours for DSG. I
would also like to join as many clubs as possible, such as Student Council, Academic Trivia Team, and
Drug Free Youth, starting next year. Goals outside of school include going to college, hopefully at
Stanford, so that I can earn a doctorate in aeronautical engineering.
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Daniel E.
• Grade: 9th• GPA: •3.5

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have been part of the first organization since 2014. Our FLL team has won the awards 2nd place
robot design, 2nd core values , and several notable awards in aerogames.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
AVID group leader
AVID- 2016 to Present
Lead a group of students in AVID.
Prop section leader
Jenks Band- 2016- to Present
Lead the 25 students in the prop section a report to the band directors

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Smash bash
Jenks High school
Helped host the Smash bash event
Quadcopter event
Jenks high school
Refereed
FLL Regional Qualifier
Jenks High Street
Helped host a FLL Qualifier
FTC Regional Qualifier
Memorial High School-12/10/16
Ran the soundboard and play EMCEEd for the FTC Regional Qualifier

GOALS
My goals in life are to graduate college and go to Academy to become a police officer.
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Lian D.
•Grade: 9th • GPA: 4.0•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
This is my first year taking robotics and I have no prior experiences. I have also not taken any STEM
classes prior before this year.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
Smash Bash
Jenks High School: Math and Science Center - 10/01/2016
Smash Bash was an event hosted by the Jenks Robotics Team 31 that has any gamer or even player
participating in a tournament-like competition. The game being competitive in was the Super Smash
Bros. series by Nintendo. People who beat many others to advance in the brackets will win prizes
ranging from tickets to the state fair and gift cards. Many people can help as volunteers to assist this
tournament. The volunteering role that I was assigned during the event was game room attendant
which meant that I would have to help the players who are playing in the game room.
I helped for 6 hours starting from 7AM to 1PM.

Quadcopter Competition
Jenks High School: TAC - 11/05/2016
The Quadcopter Competition was an event hosted by the Jenks Robotics Team 31 that had many
kids and teens competing in a race course-like competition. These teens and kids would make their
own quadcopters and then once ready, they would compete in a race course which was set up by
Team 31st. They would try to complete the course as fast as they can while trying to complete as
many obstacles and the one with the highest score would win the tournament. The volunteering role
that I was assigned during the event was cashier worker and I was suppose to help with selling food
and drinks to the people who came to the event.
I had helped for 6 hours starting from 7AM to 1PM.

First Lego League Regional
Jenks High School: TAC - 11/19/2016
This FLL Regional was hosted by the Jenks Robotics Team 31 that had many FLL teams competing
against one another in a tournament-like competition. The FLL teams had a course set up for them
with obstacles that they needed to complete. The volunteering role that I was assigned was queuer
and I was supposed to help remind teams and bring them over to their assigned places in their
designated time,
I had helped for 6 hours starting from 7AM to 1PM.

GOALS
My goals when I joined the Jenks First Robotics Club was so I get a better understanding on robotics
and mechanical engineering. In the future I hope to get a major in mechanical engineering but I have
not decided on what college I want to go to. I also hope to take more classes that will help me
improve with my understanding of robotics and mechanical engineering in the future.
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Sarah D.
• Grade: 9th • GPA: 4.0 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
Ever since I was in first grade I have been going to STEM retreats, camps, and meetings for those
interested in the involved fields. My father worked in the oil industry as a safety advisor for a company
that makes parts for oil rigs. I have been part of official FLL based STEM clubs for 2½ years now, I was
captain of the team for 2 of those years.In 2014 our team won 2nd place in robot design at the FLL
competition, we also won an award in engineering at Aerogames that year. In 2015 our team won 2nd
place Core Values for our cooperation and teamwork in the competition. In 2016 I participated in the TSA
state conference with my STEM group and received awards in biotechnology and website design.

LEADERSHIP POSITIONS
Team Captain

Safety Captain

FLL Robotics — 2015-2016 school year
Lead the members and worked with them to create the
best idea and project possible.

Robotics — 2016-2017
In charge of first-aid and filling out
incident reports.

NJHS Chair of Teacher of Appreciation
NJHS — 2015-2016 school year
Formed donation initiatives to honor the teachers of the
school.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
FLL Regionals (11 Hours)

Quadcopter Competition (12.5

Jenks High School — December 2016
Volunteered as project judge and competition
referee.

Hours)
Jenks High School — November 2016
Volunteered at First Aid and a competition
referee for the younger bracket.

Decorating Retirement Home for
Christmas (2 Hours)

FLL Mentor (20 Hours)

Heather Hills — December 2016
Helped retirement residents make ornaments and
decorated their christmas tree and doors.

Jenks East Elementary School — 2016
Helped with a 4th grade FLL team
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GOALS
My goal is to finish high school with a high GPA and as a Distinguished Service Graduate. For college
I’d like to get my doctorate in robotic or electrical engineering with maybe a minor in an orchestra field, so
I can continue with my violin. Eventually I will want to get married and have a family (no more than two
kids), but not until after college. When I’m older and have a steady income I’d like to start my own
technology company and strive to better the world and our understanding of it.
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Bryce B.
• Grade: • GPA: • 3.5

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
First year robotics: as a member I have assisted with multiple events and worked different
jobs at many locations.

GOALS
•
•
•

To get into USC for college
Go to medical school
Become a successful trauma surgeon
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Elizabeth D.
• Grade: 9th • GPA: 3.5 •

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
At the start of the year my friend convinced me to join Robotics.I having getting great experience in
this club. So far I’ve learned about different programing systems, cords, wheel types, etc. I intend to
keep with Robotics all through high school.

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
FLL
Jenks High School, TAC Shack — 11-19-16
Queuing and Repair Station Operator
10 hours

Quadcopter Competition
Jenks High School, TAC Shack — 11-5-16
Queuing and Crowd Protection Worker
12 hours

Smash Bash
Jenks High School, Math and Science — 10-8-16
Information Desk and Match Informer
12 hours

GOALS

My goal is to graduate high school and study to be a paleontologist or an archaeologist. I’m
fascinated by culture. Last year I went to China with some of the other members that are in Robotics. I’m
hoping I get to go to China again. I’m not exactly sure where I want to go to college yet, I’m considering
going to OU because it is inside of the state that I’m from, so it doesn’t cost as much as out of state, and
because it does Paleontology.
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Colton R.
• Grade: 9• GPA: 3.3611•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I have three years of robotics experience, one year of TSA, and one semester of STEM explorations

VOLUNTEERING PROJECTS
FLL Volunteering
Jenks East Elementary
Helping elementary students with FLL
Hours: 12

Quadcopter Competition
TAC - 5:00PM-9:00PM, 6:30AM-9:00PM
Setting up and working concessions
18:30

FLL Regionals
TAC - 5:00PM-9:00PM, 6:30AM-9:00PM
Setting up and working concessions
18:30

Salvation army breakfast
Salvation army east mabey 5:00-12:00
Setting up, cooking, and serving breakfast
7:00 * 5 + 35hours

GOALS
To make head mechanical person by the end of my sophomore year
To make a leadership position in FFA by the end of my freshman year
To have 200 volunteer hours by the end of 2017
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James D.
• Grade: 9th • GPA: 2.987•

ROBOTICS/STEM EXPERIENCE
I competed in FLL for two years

GOALS
My goal is to audition and make a DCI band, like the blue coats, before I graduate from high
school. After I graduate I want to go to either Ohio State University (OSU) or Oklahoma State
University (OSU). After college I want to become a band director either for a high school band
or a DCI band. I want to become a professional at my instrument and be even better at other
instruments. I want to learn how to write drill for DCI. I would like to learn how to write sheet
music for marching shows and be able to teach people how to play it. I have always loved
making music and playing instruments. my biggest goal is to just keep getting better as a
musician and to teach what I know with people who have the same goal as me.
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